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To OUf Tekscope readers:
Beginning 'with this issue, a nt'i\' section entitled "New
Products" will appear in Tekscope. It includes the information formerly contained in the New Product
Supplement that accompanied Tekscope. To simplif)
printing and distribution, product prices arc shmvn on
the attached inquiry card rather than as a part of the
product description. \Ve invite you to use the carel for
further information or a demo of any of the products
tl iscussed.
Tbe "Classified ;\d Supplement" that accompanied,
or appeared as an integral part of, Tekscope is also
a\'aibhJe through the use of the inquiry card. \Vc plan,
by this means. LO give you more up-tn-date in[orJnation
OJ] TEKTROi\!X instruments our customers wish to
utly or sell.
\Ve trust these changes will increase the value of
creKscope to you, alld welcome your COllllllents.
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A5 MHz
digitally
controlled
spectrum
analyzer

D

igital control of insthll.JlCntation is rapidly coming into vogue. Besides
being the popular thing to do, \\'hat are the advantages to users of spectrum analyzers? One important advantage is the operating ease achieved by
simplified controls, and the ability to place those controls for maximum
operator convenience. But there is mLlch morc.
The more includes an automatic start-up mode that s'witches in full attenuation to protect against inadvertent overloads damaging the input
mixer, and sets the center frequency at zero 'with the O-Hertz marker displayed
on-screen for a quick operational check. AIore also includes new capabilities
to measure signals masked by noise, and morc precise measurements made
,vith greater ease. These are just a few of the benefits in store for users of the
7L5 Spectrum Analyzer. Others will be apparent as \ve discuss the 7L5 in
greater detail.
The 7L5 is a a to 5 I\JHz spectrum analyzer designed to operate in any
7000-Series mainframe having crt readout. It occupies two plug-in compartments, leaving the other two compartments in a ·J-hole m,linframe available
[or time shared time domain measurements. A unique plug-in front end overcomes the performance limitations imposed by trying to accommodate a ,vide
range o[ input impedances, and penllits an 80 dB dynamic window over a
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Fig. l. Signal drift is easily obsen-cd using the max hold fllnction.
Split memory is used to dispbY frcqllcnc\' c\:(:llrsi011 ()H'r timt'
interval, and freqllellcy;11 time photo was taken.

Len:'l cOlHrol has a r,lllge of ]·'l~J dB in 1 dB and 10 dB
steps, :111d the Dot Frequency control covers a range of
() lO ·1~)9~1.7;) kHI in ~50 HI and 10 kHz step~. Digital
operation 'lho Silllplifies the coupling of two or lllore
controls, elilllinating expcnsi\'c and complex mcch:ll1icd configurations. \Vith the Resolution control in the
COUPLED position and the TIlIfE/D1V in AUTO, (
optilllum sweep rate and resolution are automatically"
selected for each p(lsition of the FREQUEI\CY SP.--\N/
D1V control. giving one-knob control or these three
functions lor llt:lllY :qlplicatiolh
One or the Lte:tors t!J:lt makes the iL5 easy to operate
is f:1I11iliar nomenclature :1J1d function for the front~
P:1llc] cOlltroLs. The 111:1jor (unClioll that 11l;lY be unLl1llili:lr to you is dig-jtal stoLlge, so let's take a look at
(i.,'
this section fint.
.
Digital storage

Fig. 2. ·1'WO slnall signals in prcscllre of noise \\,jtll llO
averaging.

digilal

Fig. 3. Same signals as in Fig. 2 with the signals below the sweep
cursor digitally an'raged. Noise is greally reduced and true sillall
signal amplitude of ~I02 dBm is indicIled.

+

reference level range of ~] 28 dBm to
2 J dBm. Calibrated displ;tys are maintained for both dBm and dBV
measurements, selected by a frollt-panel switch.
Front-panel controls

The uncluttered front panel of the iL5 g-ives the intpression that the unit is easy to oper;lte..-\nd it is. Digital controls yield lllany benefits in the design, llUllU"
facture, and usability of the instrument. They allow
placing the controls for operator convenience, and give
a much wider range than is usually available with conventional analog controls. For example, the Reference

-f

Four pushbuttolls :lIld one v;lri:lble control handle the
digit;d slOLlgC (unctioJls of the 'IL5. \Vith none of the
j>ushhutrOl1s :IClu:lted, the unit operates as :1 COl1venlio!l;!i ;lIl:l!Ylcr. \\'ith either D1SPL\)' .\ or B :ICluated,
the dig-iLl! sWLlge section is ,lni\'atcd, :llld the bright,
.s!e:ldy dispb~'_s :l1ld mcasurement capabilities aHorded
I))' dtg-iet! sturage COllie into play. 'flJe lllcmory is split
into t\\'O scniollS of ::5() X-axis locations each. \V!Jcn
both .\ :llld B plIShhlltWIlS are :lcl.ll:ltcd, the scniolls
are interbccd allowing updating of ,tll 51::: hori/ollCtl
]ocniol1s. lJ1fnnlt:ltion in I)oth lllemory sections is up<!;llcd C\"('J"\' S\\'ccp unless the S.\ \'E .-\ pushbuttoll is
:lnuated. \\'ith S.\ \'E.\ and DISPL-\ \'.\ ;lctuatcd, dat'l
ill .\ mClllo]"y arc dispbyed, but not updated. serving as
:1 rc!crCJlCC ;lg;llllSt which the contents of B lllelJlOry
can iJe cOllljJ:lred .
.-\ lll:tXilllUl1l hold function is av,tilable by ;ICluating
the ;\fAX ]--10LD control. III this mode, the llLlXillllllll
alllplil.llde stored in c\"{:ry horizontal position of the
menlory is dispbycd. The inforJ1LltiolJ is upd:lted every
.w;eep, \I"ilh the rcsult:lJlt dispby a Cllll1uLltivc envelope
as a progressioll of tilllC. Figure I shows such a display.
Using split mClllory, the Jla[ top pedestal shows the
frequency excursion of an oscilbtor as it shifted about
one and one half divisions across the screen, while the
second hal[ of the mcmory displays the oscillator frequency at the time the photo w:tS taken, This function
is useful in checking for signal drift as in Figure I, or
for unattended lllonitoring for the presence 01 shon~
dur:ltion signals.
.\ unique feature 01' the iLS digital storage is the
ability to digit,illy average the '1l1lpiitude 01 the displayed signal. The threshold lor :lveraging is con tinually
adju.stable fnlJll the bottolll 01 the display, for no averaging, to the top of the dispby, for averaging all displayed signals. The averaging threshold selected is indicated by a sweep cursor displayed on the crt (Fig. ~,
B). The cursor control senes as a baseline clipper
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Fig. 4. Simplified functional block diagram of the iL5.

control in the non-storage mode. The averaging circuitry has a bandwidth equivalent to a 2.5 Hz to 12.5
kHz filter, as a function of the sweep speed selected, and
sweep rates are not as limited as with conventional
video filters.
Now let's consider the conventional functions of the
7L5.
Processor control simplifies operation

)

Two custom I\JOS processors developed by Tektronix
control the frequency tuning (horizontal axis) and
reference level (vertical axis) functions. These chips
decode the front-panel controls and serve as an interface
to the remainder of the circui try.
The vertical processor detects which plug-in front
end is in use and selects the proper dynamic \'lindow
and the appropriate vertical readouts. It decodes the
reference level selected and chooses the appropriate
attenuation and gain settings. Four attenuators are
available: '1, 8, 16, and 32 dB. These are selected in
conjunction with gain steps of I, 2, 11, 8, 16, another 16,
and a post variable resolution gain of 60 dB, to achieve
the desired reference levels. For example, to select a I
dB change in gain, (above a reference level of -29
dBm) , we insert 4 dB of attenuation and 3 dB of gain.
The Reference Level control is a 16-position, 360 0
rotating switch consisting of two circuit-board switch
sections having eight pads each. The output of these
two sections generates two square 1,'laves 90 out of
phase developing \vhat we call a 4-level, 2-bit gray code;
a gray code being a binary number which changes one
bit at a time. vVhether the number increases or decreases depends on \\1hich direction the knob is turned.
The output of the Reference Level control is fed into
an 8-bit up-dO\vn counter that, in conjunction with
other inputs, provides the 8-bit code for the vertical
processor to set the reference level. A ROf\1 contains
attenuation and gain information for each reference
0

)

level selected, and switches attenuation in or out by
means of TEK~made relays. Gain is inserted or removed
by CMOS analog switches in the IF, Variable Resolution (VR) , and post-VR stages.
The front panel INPUT BUFFER pushbutton provides a quick, easy check for intermodulation (1M)
distortion and reduces the likelihood of 1M products.
Activating the input buffer inserts 8 dB of attenuation
at the analyzer front end, and compensates by inserting
8 dB of post-VR gain to maintain a constant display
amplitude for input signals. It also provides a cleaner
50-ohm termination (than a mixer) at the input, for
those applications requiring it.
Frequency selection

The frequency control system combines a synthesizer
with digital techniques that permits setting the frequency with six-digit resolution and excellent stability
immediately after turn-on. A dot is displayed on-screen
to indicate the point on the display that corresponds
to the 6-digit readout. With the DOT MKR control
fully counterclockwise the dot is at center screen. The
dot can be positioned to the left side of the screen to
operate in a "start" mode, with the readout always
displaying the frequency at the dot position.
The 1st L.O. consists of three phase~locked oscilla~
tors. Two of the oscillators (A and B) control a third
oscillator to generate a digitally stepped, or synthesized,
10.7 to 15.7 MHz output. The A and B Oscillators use
divide-by-N synthesizer loops to generate 100 kHz and
10kHz signal steps respectively. In addition, the B
Oscillator output frequency is divided by 40, thus generating steps of 250 Hz. The A and B Oscillators are
swept by the shaped sawtooth input to generate a swept
frequency output across the full frequency span. To
achieve an 80 dB dynamic window and exceptionally
low residual FI'vf, A Oscillator is swept when using frequency spans of 500 kHz/div to 5 kHz/div, and B Oscil-
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lator ,'.:hen using spans of 2 kHz/ eli\' to 50 Hz/eliv. High
stability is maintained by phase-Ibcking the system during sweep retr;tce, or every IOU seconds when operating
in a non~s,'\'eepillg mode.
The output of the 1st LO. goes to the 1st I\Jixel
located in the front-end plug-in module. The resultant
10.7 l\THz signal is fed to the 1st IF Located in the
main plug·in. There it is amplified and then mixed
\'1'ith the] O.-iS i\IHz signal from the phase-locked 2nd
L.O., giving ;1 ::'nd IF frequency of 250 kHz. Passing
through the ::'50 kHz gain s\\'itched amplifier, the Variable Resolution circuitry, and the Log Amp, which
provides up to (in dB of switched gain, the signal is
then detected and passed to the logic circuitry for display along with the frequency dOl and the averaging
cursor (Fig.·1) .

Careful attention to design at every stage yields excellent intermodulation performance with II\-I products
for two on-screen -40 clBm signals down at least 80 dB.
Internally generated spurious signals are -130 dBm,
or less, referred to the inplH mixer. Noise specifications
are equally impressive: -105 dBm at 30 kHz resolution
and imprOVing to - J 35 dBm, or less, at 10Hz,
let's turn our attention to the mechanical aspects
of the 7L5,

(

:\'0\\'

Mechanical innovation

The design goals {or the 7L5 provided challenge and
opponunity for lllany mechanical innovations. One of
the major goals was to develop front panel controls to
satisfy ~I concept of instrument architecture having a
plug-on front panel for ease of manufacturing, assem-
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bly, and servicing. To meet this need, il rotary s\vitch
llsing optoelectronic concepts (no mechanical contacts)
,vas developed. The switching elements \overe to be
localized in the knob, and the entire assembly \\'as to
plug into the front panel. Further requirements dictated a minimum of 30 positions, smallest possible size,
capability of mass production, high reliability and ease
of repair. The end result of Illany designs is a s\vitch
contained in a knob shell 11/ in diameter and % 1/ long.
The separate parts of the switch are shO\vn in Figure G.
Basically the s\vitch consists of a detent mechanism, a
5-element LED light source, a slotted shutter wheel,
and a 5-element phototransistor assembly. The 5-element optoelectric array gives a capability of 2:;, or 32
switch positions.
Both the LED's and the photo transistors had to be
positioned very accurately in relation to one another
and in relation to the shutter wheel. A package was
developed for them with the five LED's in series instal-

i'H1l-'1
o
I

I

I
I
I
I

Fig. 6. Elements of the optoelectronic .~idlch-Jll-a-knub thaI g'cncrates a ::i·bit code for control of lime/eliv anL! frcqucncy span.
(a) rctainer ring, (b) phololransistor holder asscmblv. (c) spacer
ring, (el) shutter. (c) light ballIe, (f) LED array holder awcmbly.
(g) spring washer, I,b) delent assembly, (i) shaft asscmblv. (j) knob
shell.

)
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controls are identical except for the number of positions. They generate a ':I.-level, 2-bit, gray code as discussed previously.
Other mechanical techniques contributing to the
outstanding performance of the 7L5 include numericalcontrolled milling of the honeycomb chassis, and chemical milling of murnetal gaskets for effective shielding
of some areas. A unique U-shaped feed through device
reduces cost and complexity by coupling signals between compartments without the need for cables and
connectors.
The outboard chassis on the left side of the 7L5
s\vings out, providing easy access for servicing without
extension boards or cables. The entire unit can be disassembled in minutes, into the major components
pictured in Figure 5.
Summary

The IL5 combines frequency synthesis with digital
technology to produce a 0 to 5 ;\JHz spectrum analyzer
with exceptional accuracy and frequency stability. Crt
readout of measurement paralueters and simplicity of
operating controls assures easy, error-free operation.
Digital storage provides a bright display, and averaging
techniques that allO'w peak levels and averaged signals
to be displayed together. Plug-in front-end modules
yield low-noise levels ;md an 80 dB dynalnic display
range. Digital controls give precise selection of measurement parameters, simplify mechanical construction,
and speed servicing.
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led on a lead frame, and encapsulated in transparent
epoxy with integrally molded focusing lenses. The
phototransistor chips are also mounted on a lead frame,
wired in parallel, and encapsulated in the same manner
as the LED's. 'The shutter wheel is chemically milled
for economic precision production.
The output of the switch is a S-bit code at a level
which interfaces directly with c.:\JOS logic. Two switches of this type are used in the 7L5. They are the TI ME/
DIV and FREQUENCY SPAN IDIV Controls.
The RESOLUTION, DOT FREQUENCY, .\ND
REFERENCE LEVEL controls also are knob switches,
but of a different ty·pe. They are circuit board switches,
\vith the s\vitching elements located inside the knob.
The DOT FREQUENCY and REFERENCE LEVEL
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Bob Beville

Transition counting
with an oscilloscope
M

any people involved with troubleshooting digital circuits are continually looking for a better
\vay to do the job. And people building instruments to
test digital circuits are likewise looking lor beller ideas
so their instruments Illay do a better .iol). ,-\ vcry powerful technique called transition counting has been used
by sorne Il'lanu[aClurers of circuit board test cquipment,
and a transition counter has no"\' been cOlllbined with
the most popular Tektronix oscilloscope, the "HiS, for
servicing digital circuits. This technique ;llld this instrument are undoubtedly just tbe kind of "better way"
many people have been looking for. The tin'le-saving,
money-saving potential is vast. \Ve would like to tell
you about the techniquc, how we have combined a
transition counter 'with an oscilloscope, and what that
can do [or t\vo grou ps of people.
The first group is comprised of those who are concerned about thc grell expense of their inventory of
replacement circuit boards, the long shipping delay for
repaired boards, or, perhaps, the red-tape ;lIld delay
uncertainty through Customs when exchanging boards
between countries. The second group: those people \vho
are concerned abollt the high percentage of tL,ining
time required to keep their highly qualified technicians
familiar with nc\\, equipment.
Truth tables vs count comparison

.I\Tost engineers and technicians become familiar with
truth tables when they first learn about logic circuits. In
school you get a pretty strong impression that the state
of an output is dependent on the combination of HIGH
or LO'V states on the various inputs. ~rhat is a way of
envisioning the operation of a logic circuit tint is like
taking a snapshot. . it freezes the action ..-\lthough
we are aware that the inputs nonnall)' change states,
and that the outputs normally change states as a con·
sequence, there is little point in trying to envision the
action. The action of going from a LO\V to a HIGH, or
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from ;1 HIGH to a LO'V, is simply called a transition.
If you ,2;0 from LO\V to HIGH and back to LO\V, you
Inve had two transitions.
A simple two-input ;\ND gate which has one input
repeatedly going between HIGH and LO'V should
have an output 'which goes through an equal number of
transi tions d uri ng an y in tena I \\1 hen the second in pu t
remains ;It the asserted level.
By using the signal at the second input LO gate a
digital counter, the transitions at the output and at the
first input m;lY be counted and the numbers compared.
]f the Al"D gate is functioning properly the two wi1l be
the same. In other words, with the right digital counter
and ;\ suitable set of input signals, you can determine
whether the AND gate is functioning properly by
counting transitic)Jls.
This principle does not seem very important until
you realize it ;Ipplies to complex Ie's and large sections
or digital circuits, as \vell as to individual gates and flipHops. Using the principle, entire circuit boards may be
tested, and faults isolated to the component causing
the trouble.
If a circuit board is tested and found to be faulty \vhat
then? The trouble may be isolated and the faulty element identified and replaced on the spot, using the
same transition counting technique. You don't have to
be testing boards: you lllay be troubleshooting a portion
of a board, or the entire equipment the board is used in.
The main data needed when counting transitions is
a set of numbers showing the proper numbcr of transitions to expect at any point. Such data may be written
OJl the circuit diagrams adjacent to the corresponding
points. Figure ~ shows a circuit diagram labeled for
using the transition counter technique of troubleshooting.
For the numbers to be valid, the time intervals during
which transitions are counted must be identifiecL In
most cases such intervals correspond to either the
period of one cycle of the signal at some point in the circuits being tested, or thc width of a pulse at that point.
\Vhen a probe is connected to the identified point, and
the counter set to recognilc the proper gating interval
from the signal there, only one other probe is needed:
the troubleshooting probe. \Vith that probe you may
check counts;1t any other point.
For the gating inter\'~tls to be correct and the num·
bers to be valid, the equipment must be operated in the
proper mode. For some equipment the proper mode
lll;IY be a special diagnostic routine. For other equipl1lel'lt it Illay be lllerely how the controls anc! s\vitches
arc set. Either way, a few informative sentences, or a
set-up procedure, can identify the mocle.
So transition counting depends on knowing three
things: (1) the right number of counts to expect, (2) the
right count-gating time intervals to select, and (3) the

(

Fig. 1. The top of a 465 MOD 7191\ Oscilloscope. showing the con·

)

)

)

trois and display window of a buill-in digital counter. The oscilloscope probes may be llsed with Ihe counter at the same time they
are used [or the scope. Input altcnuators for the scope reduce the

right mode of operating the equipment containing the
circuits being tested. The equipment designer is probably in the best position to supply this information because of his familiarity \vith the various operating
modes and circuit functions. \Vhen the designer has a
TEKTRONIX "Ui5 Oscilloscope Mod 719A, it is no
chore at all for him to compile the information. He
merely picks an appropriate operating mode to exercise
1110St, if not all, inputs, identifies the count-gating
signal, measures the counts with his ·J65 at all the
various points, and logs the counts on a circuit diagram.
Forever after, troubleshooting is fast, simple, and convenient for anyone who has a ·165 i\lod 719A.
The information does not have to be supplied by the
designer. ;\ skilled service technician can do a comparable job. Nor does the information have to be COlllpiled ;It the time the equipment is designed. It will pay
many service organi/.ations to compile such information
as a supplement to the service manuals they presently
use. It will also pay equipment manufacturers to compile and furnish such data on equipment introduced
years ago, if it is still being supplied and posing a service
problem.
i\laking a transition counter part of an oscilloscope
makes good sense. Very little extra room or cost is required because many of the circuits are common. That
says the price for the combination can be less than a
separate counter and oscilloscope. Of equal importance
to most people is the convenience of having one piece of
service equiprnent that will do most jobs. Even the scope
probes sene a double role. See Figure I for how we combined a transition counter ·with the ·165.
Capturing the counts

The vertical input signals are routed internally to the
transition counter circuits, as 'well as to the scope circuits. The transition counter always looks at the signal
that arrives at channel I on the dual-trace scope. Transi-

signals to the right size for the counter when they are the righl
size for the crt screen. ivfOD 719A counts signal transitions not
signal cycles. Signal cycles will be one half of the number indicated.

tions of that signal are what you count. The signal that
arrives at channel 2 may be used to gate the counter on
and of[ l,vhenever tile CH2 GATED pushbutton, or the
CH2 PERIOD pushbutton, is pressed"
\Vhen the A S\VP pushbutton is selected, counting is
enabled during those time intervals when the A sweep
is HlO\'ing the crt beam. And l,vhen the TOTALIZE
pushbutton is pushed, counting is enabled each time
the RESET button is pressed.
To count transitions of the signal at channel I, you
trigger the counter on that signal. To gate the counter
on and all with the signal at channel 2, you trigger the
counter gating circuits with that signal. Proper triggering for each channel is indicated by a monitor light
located next to each TRIGGERING ADJUST controL
The scope sweeps don't have to be triggered except
when the A S\VP G.:\.1'E is used for the coun t gate. But
l,·... hen they are triggered, you can display the signal
being counted, the signal doing the count-gating, or
both. The channel I and channel 2 VOLTSJDIV controls govern the amplitude of the displayed signals and,
also, the amplitude of the signals arriving at the counter
trigger circuits. The scope may always be used as a
signal monitor if count-triggering should be difficult
or unstable.
Transition counting can be done using the A sweep
gating signal as the count-gating signal by pushing the
.-\ S\VP GATE pushbutton. That allows you to use only
one probe anytime you can be sure that every transition
you want to count is displayed on a particular sweep. A
continually variable count-gating signal may be simulated by varying the length (duration) of the A sweep.
The length is controlled with the IO-turn DELAY
TIME POSITION control when the B ENDS A mode
is selected. The duration may also be controlled with
the VAR (Variable) TIME/DIV control.
\Vhen the equipment is not apt to have a count-
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Figure 2

By labeling each signal lead on a circuit diagram with the
number of transitions that should occur on that lead during
identified time intervals, the cause of it 'wrong number may be
traced to its source. \Vrong counts are traced to the source of
error back along any signal path where there is also an
erroneous count. Any path where there is a correct count is
ignored.

The proper time intcnals during \'.'hieh transitions arc to
be counted must be identified. That is sometimes done by
indicating the source of the gating signal, and what portion
of the signal corresponds to the correct intervals. If the time
interval signals in your equipment are apt to be faulty you
may simulate the right interval with the scope.
The scope s\vcep g'atc signal may be used to [{ate the
counter when the pulses occur in easily recognized groups. Or
the s\veep gate signal may be set to have a duration determined by a given number of clock signal transitions. ·You
merely trigger on the clock signal, count clock signal transi·
tions, and vary the sweep length until the right number of
transitions are indicated. That sweep gate signal is then used
for all the rest of the transition counts.
·You can simulate a faulty IC in the equipment shown in
the above diagTam by lifting pin:; of U2. The result will be
an erroneous count of 4 at its output, that appears at all
points along the path to the FRA1\JE signal output. .Anyone
that can use an oscilloscope and £0110\\' a circuit diagram can
find the fault in a matter of minutes even without knm\'ing:
what the equipment is supposed to do, or how to operate it.
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Troubleshooting Instructions might read like this:
Equipment Operating Mode:

Set the three toggle switches to position shO\'.'11 on diagram.
Oscilloscope Operating Mode:

Horizontal ... B Sweep at .05 ,u.s/DIV, A Sweep at 20 ,us/DIV,
A INTENS pushbutton in.
Triggers. . A Trigger in NOR.i\f mode, AC Coupled, CH2
source, + Slope, Holdoff in B ends A position.
B (DL)"D) Trigger AC Coupled, CH2 Source,

+ Slope.

Venical ... CHI Mode, I V/DIV with probe, AC Coupled.
Probes. . Troubleshooting probe on CH 1, trig-gering probe
on CH2, both connected to resistor R8, the clock signal.
Control Settings.
Set A TRIGGER LEVEL ncar middle
of triggered range as indicated by the TRIG light.
Set B (DLY'D) TRIGGER LEVEL near middle of triggered
range for triggered B sweep, as indicated by a shortened
sweep when DEL\ Y TD.JE POSITION control is moved to
about mid range. Set Delay Time Position control and CH 1
Triggering Adjust for a displayed count of 2;')4.
Troubleshooting

All points may now be checked for the proper number of
transitions indicated on the circuit diagram, using only the
troubleshooting probe.

c

)

)

gating signal that is much more trouble-free than signals in other parts of the equipment, a reliable gating
signal Illay be simulated in the scope by varying the
s\veep length. You do that by counting a specified number of signal cycles in the equipment, llsually clock signal cycles. ,-\11 exalllple is the equipment shmvll in
Figure 2. The FR.-\\IE signal Olltput from that circuit
'would normally make an ideal gating signal, because
the period of one cycle (2 transitions) is properly related to :tli the other inputs and outputs. But nearly
any fault, including the one introduced by lifting pin
5 of IC U2, changes that signal period and therefore
makes it unsuitable. Instead, the scope is operated in
such a way that a gating signal of equal length is produced in the scope. You knenv it's the rig-ht length 'wIlen
you set it to give you the right count of clock signal
transi tions.
It is inlportant to note that the particular defect
chosen ,vould not have been detectable with a logic
probe becOluse no output was locked lip HIGH or
LOW.
Transition counting' ClIl also be done on Ol one-shot
basis by selecting the TOTALIZE pushbutton and
pushing the RESET pushbutton each tinle a count is
ready to be IlLlcle. ·rhis nlOde is very lIseful for troubleshooting non-repetitive sig-n;ds, stich ,IS you lllay find in
a calculator when a particular calculation is in error.
\Vith this lllode only one probe is required.
The DlSPL.-\Y Tl:\IE control will hold and display
any count indefinitely, or enable fresh counting to
occur frequently.
0!oisc spikes as wide as 50 ns or 100 IlS may be ignored
by a count-pulse width discrinlinator pushbutton.
,\ vcry unique and llseful feature is a count CO:\fP.\RATOR 11lode or operating the ·11)5 \fod 719:\.
\f'lllY till1es circuit trolll)!es ,Ire intermittent, so erroneom counts only OCCtlr occasionall~i and, thereFore, only
occasionally lll,ly be reco~ni/ed. By .':itoring a correct
count once For a particular point, all subsequent counts
for that point may be compared electronically..-\ny
discrepancy between a ne-\\' count and the stored count
will illlmedi:ltcly be indicated by a .NOT EQUAL
light on the ·j(i5 \fod 7]~L-\, and the erroneous count
will be displayed until intentionally replaced.

Even if ;'ou have never lIsed transition counting as a
troubleshooting technique for digital circuits its simplicity and speed will he apparent once you understand
the principle. The main bottleneck most people perceive is compiling the count data and getting the information included in their service manuals and circuit
diagrams. Once you try the ·165 :;\focl 7] 9:-\. for acquiring
that data you can see how much more time and money
-will be saved servicing the equipment, compared to the
investrnent in acquiring the data.
Complex digital equipInent deserves special attention in the design and early production stages to profit
most from transition counting principles. Here are the
things to consider doing:
L Add sockets, connectors, or special circuits to accOllnllodate jumper cables, resistors, ROi\f's, etc., that
are to be part of the diagnostic plan.
2. Characterize the product's performance early in
the first production stages, with transition signatures
recorded 'while the product is exercised according to
the diagnostic routine.
:). Document the signatures on the circuit diagrams
and in troubleshooting procedures.
.J. Stan a f;lult-and-repair reporting system.
5_ Build a library of erroneous counts and associated
faults.
Ii. Document any new signature \vhich is caused by a
circuit modification.
SPECIFICATIONS 465 MOD 719A

Display: 4- digits: up to 9999 counts.
Input signal amplitude, CH 1 or CH 2: 10

III V

pop or greater

whell displayed ovc'r 2 di\'isions or more.

Input signal frequency: 10 .\lI-ft or Jess.
Time between transitions: .\l least :'){) l1S or 100 ns depending" on \VIlYrI--! DISCI-U.\Jl:'\,\-'rOR selected.
Gating signal: Channel 2 signal period or pulse width: .-\
S\VP G.\TE duratioll". manual RE.SET (TOT."\LIZE).
Count Comparator: Detects intermittent bult by stOring'
indicatingcorrect (ount.

:lIld

,Iny WlIlll

that is !lot eljual to the pre·loaded

Triggering Monitor Lights: Indictte when the counter is
trig;g-<:!"e'c! on the' CH 2 ('()unt-g-:ltillg signal
Cl-T I sig'nal tr<lnsitions.

'ftl

'llHI

trigxered on

)
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Dave McCullough

Storage
expands your
oscilloscope
measurement
capabilities

(

F

ast moving events-lIo'!.\' do you view rheIn? If the events are electrical
signals, the best way is to use an oscilloscope. For convenient viewing on
a conventional oscilloscope the signal Illust have a fairly high repetition rate.
But what if you \Vant to view single events, or slO'wJy changing signals such as
those created by a difference in temperature? Then the cOI1\'cntional oscilloscope alone isn't your solution. \'Ol! could llse a camera, or you could take
advantage of a storage oscilloscope.
Storage, in an oscilloscope, is the ability to retain the image of an electrical
event on the cathode ray tube, after that event ceases to exist. Image retention may be for only a few seconds, or for weeks, depending on the type of
storage. Different applications often require different types of storage. To
ensure full coverage of your measurement applications Tektronix provides
three types of storage:
Bista bie
Variable Persistence
Fast "'fransfer
Each type has advantages and limitations that make one more suitable
than the other for a particular application . .\ look at the different storage
types applied to typical applications may help you select the one best suited
to your needs.

(

Bistable storage

The lllost important characteristic of Bistable storage is long- retention or
vie-\\' time. \oTicw times range from one hour to weeks, depending on the technique used to achieve Bistable stOrage. Long vicw times allow extended signaI analysis without fear of losing the display. They also extend your ability
to compare signals. Two or more repetitive sign;-tls occurring at essentially
the same time can be easily compared, but \vhen there is a considerable time
lag bet\veen the two signals, one must be stored until the other occurs. A
typical application is the need to compare signals before and after making
circuit design changes or adjustments. In such cases, we need to keep the reference signal stored, while repeatedly storing and erasing the signal we're
adjusting. For these applications Bistable Split~Screen storage is available. III
this type, the phosphor sLOragescreen is divided into two independent sections,
upper and lower, with independent storage controls allowing you to erase
either half of the screen without alIeering the other half. This split-screen
capability is unique to Bistable storaKe 'where the phosphor is the storage
medium. 1t is not available in the Bistable storage discussed later, where the
storage medium is a mesh.
If you need to display waveforms of slcl\\", repetitive signals with fast risetimes, that appear as a slow-moving spot traveling across the crt, you should
choose Bistable storage. Such a signal is displayed in Figures -1 and 5 using
[\'1,'0 different types of storage. \-Vhen the spot velocity of the rise time portion
of this type of signal is approximately twenty times the horizontal spot velociry, you will find it diflJcult to get a satisfactory display using \,.'ariable Persistence storage (see Fig. 4) . ;\djusting the Variable Persistence storage controls 'will only cause the horizontal line to bloom more (at one extreme) or
cause the rise time to disappear or fade quickly (at the other extreme).
12
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If your application fits into one of the following
categories and you want storage that is the Imvest cost,
most rugged and easiest to operate, your choice is Bistable storage:
• Comparing signals that occur at greatly
differing times
• Vic\ving non-repetitive events
• Displaying slmv moving waveforms, or
• Requires the split-screen versatility.
Now let's consider another type of storage.
Variable Persistence storage

)

-'.
)

)

Producing high contrast displays is the most outstanding capability of Variable Persistence storage. This
aUm"s you to view signals that arc beyond the display
capabilities of conventional (non-storage) or Bistable
storage instruments. The dim conventional osci110·
scope displays produced by fast, low rep rate signals
(see Fig. 6) can be convened to bright, easy to view displays ·with Variable Persistence storage (see Fig. 7) .
The high contrast ratio (stored ilnage to background
brightness ratio) of Variable Persistence provides llluch
greater contrast than the ~1: I best-case contrast ratio of
Bistable storage, This high contrast ratio comes at the
cost of view time. \Vhile Bistable storage techniques
provide up to weeks of view time, Variable Persistence
is limited to a. fev·,' minutes. View time available is proportional to the stored \\Ti ting speed needed, as illustrated in Figure 2. Also, as shown in Figure;! you can
increase view time by using the SAVE Illode of operation.
For lllany applications, limited view time offers :t
measurement advantage. \Vith Variable Persistence,
once a signal is stored it automatically starts to fade
away. This characteristic automatically erases the display. It also illustrates the sequence in which the events
occurred (Fig. 8). A persistence control allows you to
choose the rate at \\'hich the stored signal fades. The
controllable range varies from the specified view time
at maximum writing speed (see Fig. 2), to almost instant disappearance.
Here are SOlne typical applications where the ability
to control the persistence, or view time, is a valuable
aid to measurement.
• Identifying the order in which signals occurred
(Fig. 8)
• Observing the change in the signal while making
calibration adjustments (Fig. 9)
• Suppressing signal noise
• Producing bright displays (Fig. 7).
If one of these categories describes your measurement
needs, Variable Persistence storage is your best bet.
Fast storage

A third type of storage is provided by Tektronix to
meet your needs for viewing very fast, low repetition
rate or non-recurring signals. It is called Fast storage.

Fig. 1. Portion of split-screen Bistable storage oscilloscope front
panel showing storage controls.
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Fig. 2. Graph showing extended view time <l\"ailable in 5;\VE
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repetitive signals with fast rhetimes are difficult 10 dis"
Variable I'cnistcll(C stolagf~ as in this photo.

Fig. 8. Sequence of evenls is handil)' displa'),'ed by the fading char·
acteristic of Variable Persistencc storage displays.

Fig. 5. The same waveform as in Fig. 4 displayed using Bistablc

Fig. 9. Changes in the waveform as calibration adjustments arc
made are readily discernible in this Variable Persistence display,

storage,

Fig. 6. ·Fast, low rcp rate signals

aTC

difliclllt to view with a (onven"

tional.·(non·stme) oscilloscope.

rig. 7. The same signal as in Fig. G displayed using Variabk Persistence storage.
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Fig. 10, 'rhe outstanding stored-writing capa.hility of Fast Variable
Persistence is dramatically illustrated in this photo of a single
event having a risetimc of 3.5 ns.

Fig. 11. A single burst of 100 MHl lloise is caplured by Fast Variable Persistence storage.

(

Fig. 12. Signal displayed~singVariablePersistence storage. Note
rising and falling portions ;I:C not visible.

Fig. 13. Same signal as in Fig. 12 displayed using Fast Variable
Persistence. Rise and fall times arc dearly visible.

)

Fig. 14. Two fast signals occurring one minute apart are easily
displayed using Fast Bistable storage.

)

In this type of storage the signal is first stored on a
mesh in the crt, that is optimized to achieve maximum
writing speed. The signal on this mesh is then transferred to a second mesh which can be operated in either
a Bistable or Variable Persistence mode. These two
modes are called Fast Bistable and Fast Variable Persistence.
Writing speed is the most important consideration
for choosing Fast storage, and stored writing speed is
increased up to 1350 cm//,s using Fast Variable Persistence. The Tektronix Bistable and Variable Persistence storage types discussed earlier have approximately
the same writing speed (5 cm/ /,s), so writing speed was

not a consideration for selecting one type over the
other. HQ'\vever, in Fast Bistable and Fast Variable
Persistence, that writing speed relationship is no longer
true. Fast Variable Persistence can exceed Fast Bistable
capabilities by more than seven times. The same basic
trade offs, long view time in Bistable and high contrast
displays in Variable Persistence, are still true for the
Fast Bistable and Fast Variable Persistence modes.
The nomograph in Figure 9 is useful for selecting the
writing speed needed to display a given sine wave or
step rise time (tr ) at a certain amplitude. For example,
to display a 16 ns rise time signal three centimeters in
amplitude requires a writing speed of 180 cm/ /,s.
Figures 10 and II show the ability of Fast Variable
Persistence to store a single event having a risetime of
3.5 ns, or a single burst of 100 1I.fHz noise. A comparison
of the ability of Variable Persistence and Fast Variable
Persistence to display the same waveform is shown by
Figures 12 and 13. Two fast signals occurring one minute apart are displayed in Figure 14 using Fast Bistable
storage.
If these are typical of your measurement needs, 'your
choice should be fast storage.
Summary
Each type of storage has advantages and limitations
that make one more suitable than the others for a par,,:,
tkular measurement application. Bistable storage offers
long view times, a low cost. and rugged, split~screeil
operation. Variable Persistence provides high contr~st
and the ability to display different storeel intensities.
Fast storage offers increased Bistable and Variable Persistence writing speeds. Only at Tektronix v:ill you find
all three types of storage, and they're available in the
plug-in oscilloscope or portable oscilloscope that's right
for you, If you can't choose, ,"\.Ie have multi-mode oscilloscopes that include the best of all three types. 1i!I
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Servicescope
(

Apotpourri of
modifications
and service
hints

Fig. l. Components within dashed lines replace Rl211 un original
diagram.

THREE EASY MODIFICATIONS TO MAKE YOUR 465
OSCILLOSCOPE DO SOME JOBS BETTER

\Vhcn the 465 was designed, some special performance
features \Vere omitted because they would be of little
or no value to most customers. But for those ·who need
the features and are able to make the mods themselves
we can offer pans and instructions. !\Iod descriptions
follow:
Equalize X-Y Phase 10 2 MHz

By adding

tVI'D resistors, t\\'O capacitors, and a small
variable inductor you can modify the horizontal deflection circuits so the phase difference bet~veen the horizontal and \'ertical deflection circuits may be adjusted
to be less than 3 degrees to 2 I\IHz. The circuit card
where the parts arc installed comes \vith holes to make
it easy to install the additional components. The com·
ponents are located next to the X Gain adjustment pot,
R1215. Resistor R121], in the original circuit, is removed and discarded. The changed section of the cir·
cuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Following is the list of
required parts:

]-32]-0077-00,
1-283-0594-00,
1-114-0278-00,
1-283-0672-00,
]-317-0151-00,

Resistor, 62 0, 1(,~6, 'i~ watt
Capacitor, 1000 pF, 1%, 100V, mica
Inductor, 4.5 to 12fLH, variable
Capacitor, 200 pF, 1~;~, mica
Resistor, 150 D, 5(:~·,
,vatt

ys

1 kHz Calibrator Frequency Made Accurale to ± 1 %

This mod requires adding a small potentiometer and
changing five resistors and one capacitor to have a dif·
ferent value, tolerance, or temperature stability,. The
amplitude calibrator signal may then be set to precisely
] kHz and used as a timing reference for sweep cali bra-
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tion checks as well as a voltage reference for vcrtical
deflection checks. The following capacitors and resistors are needed and used to replace those llsed in the
original circuits:
1-285-0758-00, Capacitor C1592, .05 fLF, 2~);~,
'JOO V Pol v carb
1-321·0f)G5-09, Resistor R1591, 61.9 kG, 1(,~'~1' 1/" watt
1-821-0381-00, Resistor R1592, 90.9 kn, 1(!~~" liS watt
1-321-0268-09, Resistor R1593, G.(H kn, I
,~ watt
1-321-0385-0(1, Resistor RI594, 10(1 kn, I
y" watt
1-317-0G22-00, Resistor R159G, 6.2 kD, 5~r~" ~/i; watt
One component, a small potentiometer, must be added:
1-3J 1-122-J-OO, 500 n Variable resistor, 0.5 ,vaU
\Vhen Rl593 is soldered into place the bottol11 end
should not be connected to ground as sl101,'1'11 in the
original circuit diagram but \!'.;ired in series \vith the
500 D variable resistor. The bottom end of the variable
resistor is connected to the +5 volt supply instead of
ground. Varying the resistor sets the calibrator signal
frequency.
Dual Trace Chopping Rate Increased 10 1 MHz
This mod requires eight pans, three of which replace

original components. It reduces trace brightness somewhat in the chopped mode.
Capacitors C356 and C368, and resistor R356, should
be replaced with ones shmvn in the parts list below.
These parts arc shown on the Vertical Switching tEagram in the service manual (070·1861-00). R370 should
be removed and not replaced.
Nmv modify the CRT Circuit diagram in your service manual according to the partial diagram in Fig. 2.
The remaining five parts should be soldered into the
circuit according to the diagram.

\.

7300,7400,7600 SERIES -50 V SUPPLY FAILURES

C.l'\7h

,...-+_.-.1.

~.

,
I

Fig. 2. Circuit changes to increase chopping rate to 1 MHz.

464,465, AND 466 ERRATIC TRIGGERING

\,Vhen a display is sometimes erratic when triggering on
Imv amplitude signals it rna)' be caused by part of the
s\veeps being triggered from the opposite slope than the
one selected. The condition can be corrected by changing four tunnel diodes from one type to another. Diodes
CR550, CR552, CR650, and CR652 should be changed
from a type having part number 152-0125-00 to a type
having the part number 152-0125-01. A good way to
recognize diodes having the right part number is that
the letters GE appear on them.

Here are the parts you \vill need:

575, 576, 577 CURVE TRACERS

1-281-0629-00, Capacitor, C'l56, 33 pF, 5%, 600 V
1-283-0100-01, Capacitor, C368, 0.0047 ~F, 10';;,,200 V
1-315-0303-00, Resistor, R356, 30 kn, 5%, 0.25 watt
1-281-0557-00, Capacitor, C1478, 1.8 pF, 500 V, NPO
1-283-0057-00, Capacitor, C 1479, 0.1 I'F, + 80~;' - 20%
1-315-0470-00, Resistor, R1479, 47 n, 5%, 0.25 watt
1-152-0141-02, Diode, CR1479, IN4152
1-151-0301-00, Transistor, QH79, 2N2907

\Vhen the brushes on the variable transformer (used to
control the peak collector voltage) \vear out they may
be replaced with new brushes [or about 1/ 10th the cost
of a new transformer. For the 575 or 576 use a brush
\\'ith part number 118-0032-00. For the 5i7 use part
number 118-0033-00.

CHANGE YOUR 5L4N TO HAVE A 20 Hz TO 20 kHz
LOG SPAN
The log span is normally lOa Hz to 100 kHz for the
SLAN Spectrulll Analyzer. But it is easy to change the
span to cover 20 Hz to 20 kHz to fit the audio frequency

spectrum. Here is what to do if your 5L1N has a Serial
N umber below B030'l 1.3:

lis w, metal [ilm
(.32 [-0222-(0)
2. Change RI202 to II kn, Ys w, metal film
(321-0293-00)
:L Change R1200 to a 2 ka, 0.5 w, 1O~:;~, trimmer,
(311-1265-00)
,1. Adjust R I200 [or the proper span at 20 Hz.
I. Change RI204 to 1.01 kn,

You can change the span by adding or removing a
jumper wire if your 5L4N has a serial number higher
than B030312.

)

There has been a higher than normal number of failures of transistor Q896 in the power supply of scopes in
the above series. By adding a diode between the base of
Q896 and ground it will be protected. A silicon diode
is installed in parallel 'with diode CR894 'with its anode
grounded. \Ve use a diode having the characteristics of
a IN4152, part number 152-0141-02.

PLUG-IN EXTENDER CABLE PRECAUTION
You can save hours of repair time by observing nvo

simple precautions when using plug-in extender cables.
1. Be sure power is turned off ,,,,hen connecting either
end of the extender.
2. Be sure both ends of the extender are connected
properly.

TM 504 GROUND LOOP
\Vhen T.l\J 504 mainframes with serial numbers below
13011370 are used to pO\ver an SG 502 signal generator

the signal distortion may exceed normal limits. The
problem appears on the SG 502 only when the signal
rrequency is an even multiple of the line voltage frequency but may appear on o[her plug-ins as very low
level hum. To prevent the condition remove the top
and bottom cover of the Ti\f 504. Locate the section of
the circuit card shmvn helm'.' and cut through two circuit board conductors as shown. Remove the connection between the ±33 V COrvfI\:fON and chassis ground
(at the junction of C-20 and (;-22 via a solder lug).
Connect the junction of C-20 and C-22 of the circuit
board at the point ben'.'een)1O and J20 marked COM.
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Fig. 3. T\f 504 circuit board changes to remove ground loops.
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New products
New products
New products

5444 Dual-Beam Oscilloscope
The 5444 Dllal~Beall1 Oscilloscope is a new member of
the 5000 Series. Used ·with the 5B44 Dual Time Base
plug-in and t\yo plug-in vertical amplifiers, it is virtually two oscilloscopes in onc. Both beams can write any-

,,,here on the 8 by ] O-division screen.
The 54+1 ,viII display a one-shot signal at t\\'o sweep
speeds or two one-shot signals at any sweep speed. Only
a dual-beam scope with two sets of horizontal deflection
plates can do this.
If you need to compare more than two signals, the
5444 can display up to four repetitive waveforms in the
alternate or chopped mode, or up to 8 at reduced bandwidth, Four single-shot Events may be displayed at
sweep speeds up to 100 fLsjdiv in the chopped mode.
The cn provides a bright display, has an illuminated
parallax-free internal graticule, and provides readout
that automatically documents the s\\'eep speed and vertical deflection factor for each beam. A user-addressable
readout option allows you to write up to two 10-character words of your choice to identify the phoLOgraph,
the device under test, etc. The TEKTRON IX C-27
Option 1 Camera with lO,OnO speed [dIn and the \Vriting Speed Enhancer (or P-II phosphor option) make it
possible to photograph a one-shot display to the full 60
l\JHz bandwidth of the system.
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1502 and 1503 TDR Cable Testers
The 1500 Series meets the most stringent environmental
specifications for Hight-line rated test equipment. These
portable TDR Cable Tcsters are at home operating in a
deluge or a s,llld storm. Janu'lry in AJaSk<l or August in
Texas doesn't bother them. Bouncing around in an ofFthe-road rep,lir vehicle or being doused with salt spray
on board ship doesn't SlOp them either. They're small,
self-contained, rugged, and battery oper;lted.
The two Cable Testers lise TDR, a prO\'en technique,
to pinpoint faults to a fraction of an inch ill short lines.
In longer lines the)-' resolve faults to within a yard as far
away as 50,000 fect, depcnding on the cable characteristics. ,"Vhat (an you test with this series? Just abollt any
cablc assembly from lalllp COld to coax, plus a variety of
broadband cOlTlj)(Jnents (antennas, connectors, equalizers, sensors, etc.)
The J 502, for lines up to 2000 feet, provides fractional inch resolution. It lIses a 110 ps step test signal
into 50 ohms. The 15fE\ works out to 50,000 feet. It uses
an impulse test signal into 50, 75, 9;), or 1~5 ohms. Both
versions are equipped for recording a "signature" of
line characteristics using most any external X,Y Recorder. Sign;Hures can be checked on a routine basis
allowing problems to be identified and corrected before
catastrophic failures can occur. An optional plug-in
strip chart recorder is available (option ·1).

455 Portable 50-MHz Oscilloscope

The ·1-55 combines 50-i\JHz bandwidth, dual traces, and
delayed slveep in a rugged, value-leading portable oscilloscope. This instrument provides a cost-effective llicans
of bringing needed IJcrformance features and accuracy
to field service applications and to many production
applications as ,veIl.
..\CCULlCy and measurement range of the -155 ;lre suitable for virtually all servicing of digital and analog
equiplnent. Vertical sensitivity r;wges to 5 mV/div with
±g~?~ accuracy (I mV/div with channels cascaded).
S\veep rates extend to 5 nsjdiv CZ~:':) accuracy for 50
nsjdiv and slower, 3t>~ for 5 nsjdiv, ]0 ns/div, and 20
nsjdiv). Dil-ferential time measurement accuracy is
± 1.5~~/~.
In addition, the ,155 oilers features designed to make
measurements faster, easier, and more error free. These
include: lighted de/kerion factor indicators, trigger
vie\\.', vari:lble trigger hold off, color~coded 11lodubr
probes, lllodubr construction for easy serviceability,
:lncl an easily understood color-coded control panel. To
further enhance its lise in service and industrial environrnents, the ·155 is hOllsed in a rug-ged, shock resistant plastic case. Option:tl hattery operation frees the
155 frolll dependence on ae lines.
The -,155 is an ide:d choice for servicing small to
mediul1l scale cOllljluters, cOlllputer peripherab. industrial control equij)lllent, milit;lry or cOllllllerci;11 cUlll11l1111icltiollS gear, ulllee machines, :llld jloinH)f~sale
terminals.

E4010 and E4010-1 Graphic Display Terminals
These t\\'o terminals arc economy models of the popular
TEKTROi\IX -jOIO C01l1puter graphics ternlin:ll and
have all the -lO[O's features except 1'01' the traditional
thulllbwheels to control the cross-hair cursor. Cr;lphic
input is through thekeyhoard. The E-J010, ;md its hardcopy compatible version, the E-lOIO-I, luve II-inch
Bicker-free storag'e tubes, (i.')-character ,\SC1 I set (upper
case), and 102-1 x 1()2'~ ;lddress;lble points.. \11 TEKTRO:\'IX interfaces, options and peripherals :ll'C COlllpatible ivith the terminals, including the graphics
tablets and disc memorv units.

The 4923 Digital Cartridge Tape Reader
The ·1923 Digital Tape Reader is the perfect storage device to team up \vith the TEKTRONIX 4010 family of
Computer Display Terminals or the ·1023 TerminaL In
fact, any product llsing RS-232-C data communications
lines can be used with the -1923 Option 1.
Information is stored on a DC~WOA 3\f Data Cartridge 'with a data capacity of 200,000 8-bit bytes. Data
!'ormat is 128 8-bit byte records 'with variable length
flles_ The standard model operates up to 10K baud, depending on the terminal environment. Option I lets
you select a b.::wd rate from 110 to 9600.
Operating the ·192,') is as simple as one, til/O, three.
'You have front panel controls for Reverse, \Vrite, Stop,
Run and Forward.
The COll1puter can access ST.-\RT READ (DCI) and

STOP READ (DCI). During a READ operation the
1~)2g provides a line-turn-around character if a DC3 is
encountered in the data. Once a DC;) is read, the following stored character is read and sent, and the unit stops,

2701 and 2703 Step Attenuaters
'file 2701 and 2703 Step .-\ttenu:Hors are small, laboratory-quality, wideband bench-top instruments for
attenuating large value radio- and video-frequency signals. The 270 I is a 50 ohm attenuatar particularly
useful in making receiver sensitivity and distortion measurements. Its rJnge of attenuation is 0 to 79 dB, in I dB
steps. .-\ front-panel slide switch selects de (direct coupling) , ;IC (protects against de olIsets) , or dc TERM (a
:')(} ohm precision termination).
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The 270:) is ;J 75 ohm attenuator for television,
G-\TV, telephone, Clnd radio applications. A frontpanel switch extends the range from 79 dB to 109 dB,
making an ideal accessory for ,,,ide-range measurements
of cross modulation, signal-to-noise ratio, receiver sensitivity, etc. Attenuation can be selected ]ll 1 dB steps
with tens and units cam switches. The value selected is
shown in the display windO\v. A block has been incorporated on both fear panel ports to protect against
accidental burnout from high de offsets or ac power on
center conductors.

rugged, stable silicon photodetector incorporates accurate photopic spectral correction.

WP 1205 Digital Processing Oscilloscope (DPO)

1 0 Luminance Probe
The .1652.:3 1() Luminance Probe is the newest probe for
the .J 1(i PhowmetcI"/Radiometer. The .T6523 is especially useful for measuring a very small spot or a small,
distant area of light.
Now you (:;111 take a precision light-measurement tool
into the field anclmake measurements in difficult situations. The JI6/.J6523 is tough, compact, light (about 5.5
pounds), battery operated, and stabilized [or reliable
indoor or outdoor use.
The JG523 has;[ measurement range o[ 0.1 to 19,900
foot-lambens (I to 199,900 nits for the metric version),
\vill measure a spot as small as 0.23 inch (smaller \vith
commercially available close-up lenses), and has an
optical sighting system \vith a 9-degree field of view. Its
:Most of the products pictured here are making their
initial appearance in Tekscope. Others have been
announced by Tektronix in the last few months and
are included here IJccause of their wide range of

The \VP 1205 DPO is a low-priced starting package for
customers with a restricted budget. The packagc in~
eludes one 7AIG vertical plug-in, one 7R70 time base
plug-in, a CPI151 cOlltroller with a 16k mcmory, a
lllodifieel ASR-33 teletype, ,mel paper tape DPO TEK
BASIC software.
The \VP1205 has all intern·,ll Jk selllicondlictor memory, adequate to acquire and display one \\'a\'efonn with
scale factors. But a standard option is available providing a ·Jk memory. The CP 1151 controller with 16k
memory provides adequate program space for most
user applications since specific software routines may
be selected when initially loading DPO TEK BASIC
software.
Option 02 deletes plug-ins, option 08 substitutes a
.elk processor memory [or the I k memory, and option
09 changes the line voltage connections for 230-V
operation.
application. \Ve invite you to use the inquiry card
accompanying Tekscope if you would like more
complete information on any of these products.
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